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PASCAS - ‘from the Stars - Universal’

• P = Pleiades
P Peace

• A = Arcturus
A and

• SC  = Southern Cross
S Spirit
C Creating

• A    = Andromeda
A Alternative

• S    = Sirius
S Solutions
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PASCAS WORLDCARE is to:

• Make available solutions for the management 
of life threatening diseases in emerging and 
remote economies.

• Support environmentally sustainable 
economic practices and their implementation.

• Embrace the enhancement of the welfare of 
all who come into contact with Pascas; 
community, staff, suppliers and their families.
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PASCAS WORLDCARE is about education:

• Nutritional values for health management.
• Enlightenment for  a happier and healthier way 

of life.
• Introduction of new technologies for support of 

the family and enrichment via way of new 
income opportunities.

• Training for all, patients, their family members, 
their friends, business associates, staff, etc.
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Average number of employees per clinic including medicos:  25
day care treatment facility including medicos:  20

nutrition café and community services:  15
Total: 60

Pascas Health Clinic mix:
Maxi       Clinics 3% 120
Standard Clinics 94% 3,760
Micro       Clinics 3% 120  In 5 - 10 years   4,000
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Three core services in one module:
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ALLOPATHY COMPLEMENTARY
MEDICINE THERAPY
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• If you were to say that one 
practice or solution stands out 
above and beyond all others at 
the pinnacle of the Health 
Dome then that would be:

• Love and Forgiveness.
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Pascas researches all avenues of health systems:

Traditional complementary therapies and ancient 
medicine practices are the foundations of advanced
platforms for health care and wellness:

– Ayurveda
– Oriental Systems
– Chinese Herbalism
– Japanese Medicine
– Tibetan Medicine
– Traditional Persian Medicine
– Shamanism
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Case management is assigned to a Diagnostic 
Streamer.

Patient interviews will typically be with all appropriate 
diagnostic technicians within one session.

Streamer’s Meeting
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Ayurvedic medical sciences 
are now proven to be 
efficacious in the treatment, 
at significantly reduced 
costs, with natural 
products, for:

HIV / AIDs

Chronic Fatigue

Diabetes

Parkinsons

Etc. 
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MAGNACARE 
& DIAPULSE

in 9 days!
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OZONE BLOOD PURIFICATION
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PEHRG214
Virionyx’s patented technology enables it to 
grow antibodies to kill HIV, and potentially 
other viruses such as SARS, Anthrax, West 
Nile Virus and Dengue Fever in humans.
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All products will be able to be taken by mucosal 
administration (drinking, eating, inhaling).
Employing plant production, cost of vaccines produced will 
be reduced to between 100th to 1,000th in cost.  

Vaccines include:
• Edible human immunodefiency virus (HIV) Vaccine (for 

developing countries).
• HIV p24-based viral load assay.
• HIV and any viral protein components, being plant 

derivatives, for production of vaccines and for 
diagnostics.
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Moringa oleifera seed  =  Edible HIV Vaccine
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MAJOR ILLNESS TREATMENT EPISODE, eg, HIV / AIDS, Malaria, TB:

Treatment session is up to 3 hours, treatment is applied 2 times per 
week, the number of weeks for treatment region is 6 weeks.  Treatment 
bed / couches per clinic is 27.

Full treatment capacity per month:  600     Per annum per clinic: 7,000

With all clinics fully established, clinics worldwide in five years: 4,000

MAJOR ILLNESS MANAGEMENT: Patients pa

Treatment capacity per annum, worldwide chain of clinics:   28,000,000
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PASCAS HEALTH CLINICS to be operating year 5 to 10: 4,000

• Africa 690
• Madagascar 40
• Afghanistan 130
• Pakistan 270
• India 450
• Sri Lanka 50
• Australia 190
• New Zealand 160
• Pacific Island Nations 290
• United States of America (Indian Nations) 400
• Caribbean 200
• South America 840
• other 290

Total Worldwide 4,000
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Junior Journey
Using The Journey with kids is a 
practical and effortless way to help
children clear personal issues, 
liberate the innate genius within, 
allow natural abilities to shine and
their spirits to soar.  The results
kids experience are as profound
and deep as with adults attending 
The Journey Intensive programs.
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Childhelp USA® exists to meet the physical, 
emotional, educational, and spiritual needs of 
abused and neglected children.   They do so by 
focusing our efforts in the areas of treatment, 
prevention, and research.
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TRUE PRAYER 

WHEN 
THREE 
BECOME 
ONE

FEELING

EMOTION

THOUGHT
Thought, feeling, and emotion as unaligned patterns.
In the absence  of union, they may lose their focus.
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SPIRITUAL
– NON DENOMINATIONAL –

REALISATION

“The reason why we are here is to help 
and care for others.”
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From one drop of blood TraceSmart
determines all of your mineral levels with 
greater than 98% accuracy.

This enables your vitamin levels to be 
managed and your nutrition regime refined.

EXPECTED Vs MEASURED CONCENTRATION
Matrix Doped With 200ng/g Multi-element Standard 
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First pass, matrix corrected quantitative LA-ICP-MS analysis of 
collection matrix  doped w ith 200ng/g multi-element standard.  With the 
exception of Ti, Mg and Cu all analyte results are better than ±10% 
relative w ith most being better than ±1%

Analysis by Thermo Electron Corporation, Winsford, United 
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Nutrition
Emphasis

Developmental
Stage

Age-specific
physiologic

and metabolic
priorities

Nutrient
requirements
to support 
these 
priorities

Maternal
Nutrition

Fetal growth
Lactation

Infant
Nutrition

Weight gain
Linear growth

Childhood
Nutrition

Growth
Development

Adolescent
Nutrition

Maturation

Adult
Nutrition

Health
maintenance

Geriatric
Nutrition

Aging

Course
Organization

and
Emphasis

PASCAS
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Humanities evolution from a Carbon based
DNA to a Crystalline DNA is resulting in
profound developments at an astonishing rate.
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• The use of herbal medicines as practiced by 
certain indigenous cultures may have the 
effect of accelerating the cleansing process.

• Substances whose sole purpose is to mask
symptoms and provide a false sense of well-
being are counter productive and are 
therefore potentially dangerous.

• Correlation between one’s thoughts and 
emotions is a predeterminant to the state of 
one’s physical health. 
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• The challenge now confronting us is to 
integrate the monumental cellular changes 
occurring within every being on the planet 
with the reality of everyday living and health.

• Health techniques that are feeling-based will 
produce often-instantaneous results.

• Vibration medicine will replace the 
traditional techniques in present practice.

• Light body health sciences are evolving.
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HARRY OLDFIELD’S non-invasive IMAGING TECHNOLOGY:
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HARRY OLDFIELD’S non-invasive IMAGING TECHNOLOGY:
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• The Ego manifests illness, the lower 
ones level of consciousness then the 
more prevalent will be illness.  Below 
the levels of 200, the ego dominates, 
however, as you raise your level of 
consciousness and achieve a level of 
500 or higher, you have transcended 
the ego.  At the level of 600, all healing
is possible.

“All dis-ease is mind generated, and all 
healing is generated by the love energy 

of one’s soul .”
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“All dis-ease is mind generated, and all healing 
is generated by the love energy of one’s soul .”

HEALTH PREVAILS

CONSCIOUSNESS
&

ENLIGHTENMENT
IS ATTAINED

EGO IS
TRANSCENDED

POSITIVE ENERGY
IS EMERGING

EGO DICTATES
ALL ACTIONS !

ILLNESS PREVAILS
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ENLIGHTENMENT

EGO is TOTALLY TRANSCENDED

EGO is being TRANSCENDED

EGO DOMINATES ALL ACTIONS
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GLOBAL CENTRES of EXCELLENCE

South Africa
Brazil     Nigeria Australia    
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• 300 bed medical surgical Hospital
• 8 major operating theatres
• Day complex 4 operating theatres
• Diagnostic / imaging centre
• Western medicine medical centre
• Complementary therapy medical centre
• 150 – 420 room medi-hotel
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Baby Sam – at 21 weeks!
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HEALING GARDEN
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World's Purest Water                         Clustered Water
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Asia
Americas        Africa Australia    
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The
New
Paradigm.
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Features:

1. Humanity
2. Light Body Health Science
3. True Prayer
4. Origins of Medicine
5. Astro Travelers
6. Global Travelers
7. Amazing Plants
8. Modern Medicine
9. Human Cell
10. Mineral Matrix
11. Nutrition Naturally
12. Brain Works
13. Origins of Human Awakening
14. Great Avatars
15. Current Avatars
16. Creation and Evolution
17. Our Light Bodies - Our Spiritual Form
18. Reincarnation and Karma
19. We Choose our Parents
20. Evolutionary Future
21. Crop Circles
22. Education
23. History & Teachings
24. Quantum Physics
25. Sustainable Innovations
26. Philosopher’s Stone
27. Children’s Hill - Ziggurat
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Scientific environmentally 
sustainable innovations.

• Administered technologies

• Communications

• Energy 
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• Complementary 
Medicine

• Agriculture

• Food
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• Housing

• Environmental

• Resources
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Chaldi is 
pronounced as in 

‘Kaldi’.

Symbolically, the 
iceberg is a good 
representation of the 
undiscovered 
potential in all of us.
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• Urban Rural Technopath Pty Ltd (URTh) provides 
multidisciplinary and comprehensive professional 
services that enables new technology installations 
in remote areas to succeed.

• URTh is to rationalise existing resources within the 
remote community, its needs, and the opportunities 
available through the extensive range of 
innovations and technologies that have been 
assembled by URTh’s companion entity, Centre for 
Advanced Technologies (CATs).
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A Mini Biom can feed 18,000 people all year round from 4.15 hectares.
That is, 4,339   people feed from 1.00 hectare

Say 5,000   people feed from 1 hectare
Say 2,000   people feed from 1 acre
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• We are committed to world peace, and eliminating 
world hunger; we recognise the fruits on our earth 
are gifts from God, and should be treated as 
such.

• Clean water, clean air, abundance of nutritious 
food and a safe haven are the birthright of every 
being on the planet.

• Only with these resources can one then pursue 
the realisation of their spiritual pathway.
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This presentation on the 
Map of Consciousness 

calibrates over 880


